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Executive Summary
The roundtable debated several issues related to social software, focusing on:
•

The pros and cons of social software as a replacement for or adjunct to real-life social
interactions;

•

The way that the debate over social software is influenced by sensational media
accounts;

•

Whether online networks (considered by themselves or in conjunction with the
Internet as a whole) display features of complex and self-emergent systems;

•

What “privacy” really means in an age of widespread sharing, and what can replace a
simplistic division between “public” and “private”;

•

Reputational and other harms that can arise from social software;

•

Whether the solutions to various “privacy” issues should be regulatory or left to
emerge spontaneously, and whether the architecture of social software determines
what kinds of solutions are possible;

•

Examples of such solutions.

Overview
On January 22, 2009, the Silicon Flatirons Center for Law, Technology, and
Entrepreneurship held a roundtable discussion on social networking issues at the ATLAS
Building on the University of Colorado campus in Boulder, Colorado. This roundtable brought
together a diverse group of participants, ranging from academics to venture capitalists to
practicing lawyers to entrepreneurs. A full list of attendees and their affiliations can be found in
the appendix accompanying this report.
* The Silicon Flatirons Roundtable Series on Entrepreneurship, Innovation and Public Policy is sponsored
by Brad Feld, Managing Director of the Foundry Group. This discussion on “The Social, Ethical, and
Legal Implications of Social Networking” followed earlier ones on (1) The Unintended Consequences of
Sarbanes-Oxley, (2) Rethinking Software Patents, (3) The Entrepreneurial University, (4) The Private
Equity Boom, and (5) The Promise and Limits of Social Entrepreneurship. The reports from those
discussions can be found at http://www.silicon-flatirons.org/publications.php?id=report.

The roundtable, which began with an overview by Phil Weiser, Silicon Flatirons’
Founder and Executive Director, who underscored the basic ground rules of the discussion—no
one would be quoted without permission and that the discussion would be “off the record” until
this report was published. Nonetheless, the regular refrain—repeated by several participants—
that “in the Internet world, privacy is irrelevant” suggested a possible tension in having a private
discussion about social networking technologies and the implications for privacy and personal
reputation. That tension became pronounced when Robert Reich, Founder of OneRiot and the
Organizer of the New Technology Meetup, asked the assembled group if they realized that
Micah Baldwin, the Founder and CEO of Current Wisdom, was Twittering throughout the
discussion—in effect, broadcasting the comments made by participants in real-time.
To many of the assembled participants, the news that one of those in attendance was
relaying the conversation in real-time struck them as a blatant violation of the ground rules. To
others, the news was a perfect metaphor for social networking and the challenges of controlling
one’s reputation in the Internet age, where the sharing of information is easy and nearly
impossible to contain. To that end, we are all now in the position faced by the “Star Wars kid”—
someone made famous by the posting of his (unintentionally) humorous video which led to
massive taunting.1 Micah, in his defense, suggested that he had not attributed any of the
comments to individuals while engaging in his usual practice of sharing his thoughts with those
who followed him on Twitter.
The challenge posed by the ubiquitous use of social networking, or “Web 2.0,”
technologies like Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube is that they allow the broadcasting of
information that was not intended to be shared, cannot easily be corrected, and is stored (and
available via a simple Google search) for years or decades. The privacy concerns related to this
phenomenon dominated the discussion of the implications of social networking despite Weiser’s
attempt to highlight other critical issues, such as the impact of such technologies on the
workplace, government, and politics as well as what competition policy issues arise in this
context. Consequently, this report will mostly explore the themes related to privacy.
The principal takeaway from the discussion was that policymakers need to develop a
more sophisticated understanding of the proper uses of personal information that takes into
account the full complexities of human relationships and accounts for the fact that a use that may
be appropriate in one context may not be appropriate in another. There was less agreement as to
what those proper uses actually are. While “privacy” remains a driving concern relating to the
growth of social networks, perhaps the key privacy challenge is defining what, in fact, privacy is.
While there were numerous viewpoints represented on various topics related to the challenges of
protecting privacy in the Internet era, the discussants were in agreement that the issue of privacy
is not susceptible to easy answers.
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The Roundtable
Social networking is one of the most notable recent developments in the evolution of the
Internet, with the use of social networking sites growing among all demographic groups.2 The
roundtable was convened in order for the Colorado business, legal, and academic community to
discuss the social, political, and policy implications of the rise of social networking. While
commercially-oriented sites oriented to a general audience such as Facebook, Myspace, and
Twitter were the focus of the discussion, related trends such as online collaboration (e.g.,
Wikipedia and open source software) and the effect of the blogosphere were also discussed.
Introductory Remarks
Professor Weiser set out a roadmap for the roundtable, suggesting that the discussants
focus on how social networking has (1) influenced our understanding of the nature of reputation
and privacy; (2) affected the nature of community, discourse, and political deliberation; and (3)
heightened concerns about the ownership of data, network effects, and consumer lock-in.
Before opening up the roundtable, he turned over the discussion to John Gastil, and then Dan
Kahan, who gave their thoughts on the topic and summarized some of their research.
John Gastil, Professor of Communications at the University of Washington, offered a
nuanced take on the nature of social software and online collaboration, pointing out both benefits
and hazards. Gastil pointed out instances where online collaboration has been clearly successful,
such as Wikipedia, open source software, and the use of tools such as Twitter and Facebook in
the 2008 presidential election. Wikipedia and open source software, for instance, demonstrate
the good results that can result from communities of experts. Social networking technology has
had cultural benefits, as well. People with minority tastes are able to connect with each other,
and even meet up in the real world. Star Trek conventions, for instance, were difficult to
organize and publicize in the 1970s, but today, like-minded people can find each other very
easily.
Gastil also emphasized the deficiencies of purely online movements, observing that the
transformative nature of social campaigns such as the feminist movement has yet to be matched
by anything seen online. The downside of social networking sites is potential loss of intimacy,
as people replace physical interaction with its online counterpart. He said that people’s networks
of close, in-person friends (and not just online “friends”) are smaller today than they were twenty
years ago. Additionally, he stated that the availability of government records online, ready to be
analyzed by distributed teams of volunteers who connect through social networking sites, is often
touted as a benefit of the Internet age that could lead to better governance. However, he
observed that a wealth of information does necessarily lead to an abundance of wisdom. By
what standards, he asked, do you judge a “transparent” government that releases many unedited
records online? Very few people may be equipped to put such information to use. He also cited
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the “echo chamber” effect found in the blogosphere,3 and worried that government might come
to rely too heavily on “crowd-sourced” received wisdom, avoiding accountability for tough
choices.
Online movements, such as the “netroots” who first mobilized in support of the
candidacy of Howard Dean4 (and later Barack Obama), tend to be focused on limited ends, and
can dissipate when their initial motivation ends. By contrast, because traditional social
movements involved in-person organizing and activism, they tended to be more personally
transformative, and the movements, though perhaps initially formed for limited ends, continued
to grow, transform, and change lives. It has yet to be shown that online political engagement has
the potential to be as transformative as the feminist or civil rights movements. In sum, Gastil is
aware of the promise of online collaboration, but cautions us as to the hazards of replacing faceto-face communication with interactions that are primarily mediated by technology.5
Dan Kahan, a Professor at Yale Law School, offered a different take than Gastil, placing
the advent of social networking in a more optimistic light. He began by noting that, in his view,
much of the debate about social networking reflects both confusion and alarmism. In particular,
he suggested, the debate is confused insofar as words such as “privacy” are used to refer to
distinct ideas and concerns. Much controversy, for instance, surrounds the commercial use of
data that people have voluntarily disclosed and made “public.” There is also widespread concern
about the way that the Internet facilitates malicious behavior, such as harassment and rumormongering. Here, the underlying bad acts are not new; the concern is that the Internet facilitates
these kinds of communication as well as the “good” kinds that Gastil noted earlier. In other
words, for good and ill, the Internet makes existing kinds of actions and behaviors more efficient;
it does not necessarily bring something new to the world. Merchants have always sought to learn
about their customers, but today Amazon can gather precise data and, consequently, make useful
book recommendations. In other words, consumers might have amorphous fears about such data
being gathered, but they have concrete gains. He also stressed that much of the debate suffers
from excessive attention to rare events, such as instances of child predation.6 Unusual events
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tend to receive excessive attention, with the reliance on an “availability heuristic”7 distorting our
perception of emerging technology and sometimes leading to bad public policy.
Kahan then moved onto the more theoretical reasons why he is more optimistic than
Gastil as to the transformative potential of social networking and online collaboration. He
suggested that the lessons of network theory and emergent systems generally provide a basis for
believing that order can indeed emerge from chaos. He explained that rules governing
spontaneous self-ordering are manifested in systems as diverse as cellular biology, ecosystems,
and macroeconomic behavior. Although individual actors in some systems do not attempt to
order themselves in a way that serves a greater good, higher-level order can nevertheless emerge
from their actions. Other examples of how high-level, emergent order can evolve from simple
interactions could include the flocking or schooling behavior of birds and fish,8 or the complex
patterns that emerge from systems of cellular automata governed by only a few simple rules.9
Kahan thus posited that, if we view social networks and other communities as instances of
systems governed by known principles of network theory, we can make some predictions,
including that traditional and formalistic versions ordered deliberation will become obsolete.
Along those lines, Kahan suggested that social networks might be to traditional democracy what
blogging and the Internet generally have been to publishing: low-cost, disruptive technologies
that call into question the viability of the models they replace.
In sum, Kahan is more optimistic than Gastil because he feels that networks tend to
develop rules and patterns out of undirected individual actions that serve the needs of the system
as a whole. By contrast, Gastil fears that online social networks may never develop the positive
features of the traditional social networks they displace.
Clarifying “Privacy”
Professor Weiser then opened up the roundtable to general discussion. Though many
topics were broached, many of the issues raised involved one key theme: the need, first noted by
John Gastil, for a more nuanced and granular theory of information usage to replace the
simplistic dichotomy between “public” and “private.” Other topics discussed tied into this
broader theme in some way. The way the discussion focused on this theme rather than the
roadmap suggested by Professor Weiser could itself be viewed as an example of the
ungovernable, yet self-ordering nature of social interactions stressed by Dan Kahan.
Niel Robertson of Instinct Ventures stated the fundamental issue very clearly: uses of
information that might be appropriate in one context, or by one person or organization, might not
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be appropriate in another context or by someone else.10 James Clark of Room 214 articulated this
same point slightly differently, suggesting that the important issue is what is done with data, by
whom, and for what purpose, and not whether data should be pigeonholed as “public” or
“private.” This is not merely a suggestion that we move past an either/or public/private
distinction on information to a spectrum from public to private. Rather, a more multidimensional
understanding is needed. For instance, there may be “private” information you would share with
your accountant, but not with your closest of friends. You may be willing to discuss politics
with one group of acquaintances, but not with another. In fact, as Professor James
Grimmelmann has written, many privacy concerns are in fact peer-produced.11 Users are
concerned, not only with what platform owners such as Facebook will do with their information,
but also with what their friends will do with it. Sometimes users are comfortable with some kinds
of information being “public,” as long as it is not too readily available. This common-sense
understanding of the complex nature of human relationships is too often lacking in discussions of
information use policies, which, it was generally agreed by the discussants, have suffered from
overly simplistic concepts. As will be discussed below, Phil Gordon suggested that what may be
necessary is a set of flexible information practices.
Privacy Expectations
Dan Kahan raised several relevant points with regard to the debate over privacy. First, he
noted that, in the context of data mining, much information is made “public” that people have
never consciously elected to make public. For instance, Google tracks the searches its users
make in order that it may target ads and sell marketing data to advertisers more effectively.
Whether users view these uses of information as appropriate will depend on how thoroughly they
understand what data are being collected, by whom, and for what purpose. Some users still do
not understand the extent to which data about them are collected online. In the aggregate, this
inadvertently revealed information can reveal much about particular users, or about demographic
groups. Significantly, Twitter, a company that has been criticized for not having a revenue
model,12 has recently announced its intention to sell “analytics,” or information about its users
concerns and interests.13 This shows that data mining has become a business plan. Neither is it
limited to the business sector—the federal government increasingly relies this technique.14
Indeed, many of those—including Kahan—who expressed comfort with Google and other
Internet companies’ use of monitoring user behavior reacted quite differently when asked, by
Professor Paul Ohm, whether they felt differently when the government was the entity collecting
the data.
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Kahan had noted that people feel that their “privacy” is violated when information they
had made public is used in ways they did not anticipate, such as for commercial purposes. This
feeling, however, is not limited to unanticipated commercial use. Here, the example of
Facebook’s News Feed is instructive. This feature allows each Facebook user to see, among
other things, all the changes her friends have recently made to their profiles in one simple,
combined view. For example, if someone changed his relationship status from “single” to
“engaged”—or from “in a relationship” to “single”—many of his Facebook friends, who might
not otherwise know of the change, would be made aware of it on account of this feature. When
Facebook introduced the news feed, there was widespread criticism that Facebook had
disregarded its users’ privacy.15 Of course, users had already made the information “public”; a
user’s friends could already view his profile and see what relationship status was indicated.
Users who object to making this kind of information public can always leave it blank.
Furthermore, the information, as well as a user’s profile, is only available to people the user has
actively chosen to be “friends” with. Here, the objection was not so much that Facebook made
information “public” that otherwise was not already available, but that it provided a tool that
made it much easier for Facebook friends to keep tabs on each other. Over time, as people
became accustomed to the feature, most users appear to have concluded that its benefits
outweighed its costs, and it is now Facebook’s most popular feature. The example of the
Facebook News Feed points to two important considerations that must be a part of a more
nuanced theory of information usage: (1) that people are concerned with how accessible even
“public” data are, and are sometimes comfortable with having information available to those
interested enough to seek it out, but not necessarily with having it broadcast, and (2) that
people’s expectations affect what uses they see as appropriate, and what level of availability they
are comfortable with.
The idea that people’s expectations affect how they view what uses are appropriate was
emphasized by Phil Weiser, who pointed out that, despite their apparent technological
similarities, he has a friend who hates blogs but enjoys Facebook. JB Holston, CEO and
President of NewsGator, replied that this demonstrates how the analogies people form to help
them situate new technologies can affect how they perceive them. Blogging is viewed as a
platform for publishing, while Twitter and Facebook are more conversational. Different people
might be averse to one platform and not the other based on what they perceive it as similar to—
and, in turn, platforms can affect the way they are perceived by the affordances they provide.16
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How different people’s expectations can affect what uses of information they see as public, and
which as private, was emphasized by the revelation that Micah Baldwin was posting his thoughts
on the ongoing discussion to Twitter as the roundtable progressed. Discussants familiar with
Twitter seemed to have no objection to this (and some were following his comments on Twitter
in real time); others, however, noting that the roundtable was labeled a “private” event, hinted
that such behavior might be inappropriate. In any event, it was generally agreed that the incident
demonstrated some of the ambiguity surrounding different people’s understanding of which uses
of information are appropriate, and which are not.
Is Privacy Dead?
Baldwin suggested that we simply move on from privacy concerns. Paraphrasing Scott
McNealy, he stated that “Privacy is dead, deal with it.”17 Moreover, he suggested that privacy
considerations, if taken too seriously, could cripple the Internet, whose purpose is to enable
communication and not protect people’s outdated sensibilities. As an example, he offered his
own life, where he shares many personal details about himself online. There was agreement
from some of the discussants who suggested that if there is information a person would not be
comfortable sharing with anyone—a romantic partner, a loan officer, or a potential employer—
then that person should not make that information available online, anywhere. To expect that
information could be contained once put online, these discussants argued, was unrealistic.
Additionally, as Robert Reich observed, traditional methods of protecting information
(intellectual property laws, licensing agreements and other forms of contracting) are premised on
a world where the sharing of data is hard. By contrast, today, sharing is easy. Traditional means
of enforcement, such as bringing private lawsuits, are available only to well-heeled parties. Even
if an individual consumer had a valid cause of action,18 the high cost of enforcing small stakes
effectively stacks the deck against the little guy. Where the existing regime is premised on a
concentrated interest able to police the marketplace itself, the problem today is that of a highly
diffuse interest.
Another dynamic discussed at the roundtable is the extent to which people are starting to
realize that once information is available online, any privacy protection is surrendered and to
conform their behavior accordingly. JB Holston related that, afraid of having pictures of them
drinking showing up on social networking sites and getting them in trouble, some young people
at parties have darkened “shot rooms” where alcohol can be consumed without fear that
photographic evidence will show up online. He wonders if this demonstrates that people are
properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be used”); Derek Wenmoth, Digital
Lemmings, Derek’s Blog, Oct. 15, 2008, http://blog.core-ed.net/derek/2008/10/digital-lemmings.html
(how Twitter’s affordances lend it to being used as a “back-chat” tool during conferences).
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becoming afraid of the consequences of the widespread dissemination of personal information
that social networks enable. Dan Kahan suggested that issues of fear are likely to be limited to
transitional generations just becoming familiar with new technologies, but Phil Weiser observed
that fear can be a good thing if what you are doing is, in fact, dangerous.
Matt Galligan, founder of Social Thing, observed that technology has simply removed the
concept of privacy through obscurity. Any information that is made public, he argued, is
available to anyone who looks for it quite easily. He argues that the example of the “Star Wars
kid”19 shows that this is not necessarily a good thing. This goofy video, which in the past may
have subjected its creator to some teasing at his school, became a worldwide phenomenon, and
one that the Star Wars kid has had trouble living down. Galligan suggests that, while privacy
through obscurity is dead, its passing is to be mourned. Today, something is only as private as
those you communicate it to choose to keep it, since there are no barriers to the widespread
dissemination of information. Kahan countered, however, that examples like the Star Wars kid
are rare and extreme, suggesting that we should look to the costs and benefits of new
communications methods as a whole and not base our opinions on a few outlying cases.
Phil Weiser pointed out that if everything is public, the ability to have “intimate”
information which is only shared with certain people is lost. Jud Valeski countered that social
networks have given rise to a kind of “ambient intimacy”20 whereby it is easy to keep track of the
comings and goings of dozens of different people. In this sense, following people on Twitter is
like having them as your roommate.
Professor Paul Ohm stated that the example of the Star Wars kid frightened him, because
he sees himself in the Star Wars kid. Who among us, he suggests, has not done embarrassing
things best forgotten? He raised a number of points relevant to the discussion of the need for a
more sophisticated understanding of “privacy.” He observed, for example, that the issue of
privacy tends to bring out the paternalist in people who can otherwise be thought of as civil
libertarians. Many of the people who call most loudly for restrictive regulations regarding what
can be done with personal information tend to otherwise be very laissez-faire when it comes to,
e.g., matters of free speech.
Related to Ohm’s point about government use of data and to the concept that information
that is meant to be private should simply be kept private, Robert Reich noted that the military is
quite good at keeping some kinds of data confidential. It does this by keeping private data
private: behind lock and key and not exposed to public networks. He also suggested that too
much of the discussion of privacy, and the use of personal information more generally, is tied to
the specific architectures of existing technologies and not to the underlying issues.
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Coping with “Threats”
Uses of personal information obtained through social networking sites that could be
characterized, from the user’s perspective, as threatening, weighed heavily on the minds of many
discussants. Many instances of online harassment were discussed. In addition to the example of
the Star Wars kid, Phil Weiser mentioned Autoadmit, an anonymous message board for law
students that at times infamously devolved into attacks on other student’s personalities and
appearances, and which spawned several lawsuits.21 The fact that social networking sites can
work to turbo-charge gossip and rumor was cited by several discussants. Recently, the microand photo-blogging platform Tumblr caused controversy when it issued, and then quickly
retracted, a policy banning accounts that were solely designed to criticize other users.22
Despite their relative rarity23 (a point emphasized by Kahan), online threats to children
remained an area of concern to many discussants. The age of a user is likely one of the factors
that should play into a comprehensive data use theory. In the meantime, social networking sites
continue to take actions designed to eliminate potential threats,24 however unlikely those threats
might be. Bullying behavior, which was briefly discussed,25 is, of course, nothing new.
Nevertheless, there may be some ways for social networking platform owners to make
architectural decisions that make bullying more difficult and thus can protect users without
compromising the nature of the experience.26
Phil Gordon, an attorney whose practice touches on the use of personal information by
businesses, brought pragmatic insights to the discussion informed by his experience. He noted
that the widespread availability personal information on the Internet can seriously harm people’s
career prospects. He pointed out that approximately 25% of employers and human resource
departments now make use of information about potential employees gathered from social
networking sites and the Internet at large. This number, he notes, will likely reach 100% as
employers come to rely on the kinds of personal information that can be gathered so quickly and
at little cost, and which often reveals much more about a job applicant than a résumé and an
21
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interview. (This flow of information is a two-way street, however—some employers are finding
out that their internal personnel decisions can become public quickly as laid-off employees with
nothing to lose discuss their situations on social networking sites.27) He explained further that no
laws currently concern what uses employers can make of information they gather about their
potential and current employees.
In terms of how to approach privacy, Gordon suggested that what is needed is not an
absolutist conception of privacy in the Brandeisian sense of “the right to be let alone,”28 but a set
of “information practices.” As an example, he suggested that private companies should be
required to disclose precisely what uses they intend to make of people’s personal information
and then be held to those disclosures.29 This suggests that the current regime of voluntary
“privacy policies,” often couched in very general terms, is not sufficient. Employers should not
be forbidden from accessing publicly available information about current and potential
employees, but they could be required to disclose what kinds of information they intend to
gather, and to what use it will be put. Widespread disclosure of the various uses to which
personal information is put could affect how people use social networking sites. Similarly,
sophisticated employers may come to realize that how a person behaves in his personal life may
not necessarily reflect on his performance as an employee. He observed that people have a right
to a private life, and their behavior in their personal life, as incompletely revealed on social
networking sites, should not be used against them in unfair ways. Rob Johnson shared this
concern, pointing out that context is important and that people should not rush to judge others
based on the small pieces of their lives that may be found online. The Star Wars kid, for
example, had a past and has a future, and shouldn’t forever have to be judged based on one
moment of his life.
Architectural Responses
It was noted that the foundational architectural choices made by the developers of social
software can influence how those systems are used. In his book CODE (AND OTHER LAWS OF
CYBERSPACE), Lawrence Lessig made famous the proposition that “code is law” (i.e., software
engineering choices can have consequences at least as profound as any legal regime). In CODE,
Lessig related the poisoning effect anonymity had on a discussion board used in conjunction with
a class he was teaching—indeed, he lamented that the unease generated by some anonymous
attacks spilled over to the regular sessions of his classes.30 Todd Vernon, CEO of Lijit, agreed
with this concern, stating that in his view anonymity encourages abusive behavior. Nonetheless,
it remains an open question whether norms concerning basic architectural choices, such as
whether to allow anonymity, can emerge spontaneously from social networks (as Dan Kahan
27
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might suggest), or whether those basic choices must be imposed from outside the network.31
Indeed, it was suggested that anonymity could undermine the potential of trust networks,
discussed below, to provide a solution to issues relating to online behavior and information use.
By contrast, John Gastil stated that nominal group technique32 teaches us that anonymity and
accountability can not only coexist, but flourish together.
In reflecting on the key challenges of protecting privacy in the Internet environment, John
Bennett discussed how transitive trust networks could work to solve many of the issues people
have with the proper scope of information usage. Trust, he argued, is a moderator of privacy.
Some people and organizations have earned and deserve our trust, while others have not. It is
thus reasonable, he explained, to hold different people to different standards of personal data use
based on our level of trust in them. In the world of computer science, a transitive trust network
is one where, if Party A trusts Party B, and Party B trusts Party C, it is inferred that Party A trusts
Party C to some degree. (Distrust, similarly, would be transitive.) A properly functioning trust
network would allow users to set degrees of information access, and perhaps rules for
information use, for individuals and organizations based on the level of trust the user bestows on
him. The transitive nature of the network frees the user from having to set trust levels for each
other user and allows strangers to be given a default level of trust based on the extent that people
he trusts trust that stranger. A transitive trust network could thus be an architectural solution to
the problem of how to determine what kinds of information use you allow different people and
classes of people on social networks.
Michele Jackson, Chair of CU-Boulder’s Department of Communications, similarly
brought up an architectural point, reminding us of the virtues of forgetting. Traditionally, people
could move on from events as they receded into the past and were superseded by more recent
events, or were gradually forgotten. If worst came to worst, people could move to a new
community and start afresh. The Internet works against this dynamic: it is a global community
that people may find it impossible to escape, and it tends to record all events, even minor
embarrassing ones, for posterity. She suggested that Internet data be given a half life, so that
events from peoples’ pasts do not continue to follow them for the rest of their lives.
Discussants then focused on the implementation problems behind some of the
architectural methods that were proposed. Clayton Lewis, of CU’s Computer Science
Department, for instance, described the difficulties in dealing with trust issues on a new
roommate finder service. Matt Galligan observed that whether recent or old data are preferred
depends on the context. For instance, older, authoritative information might be preferable to
31
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someone researching the civil war, but more recent information might be preferable to someone
tracking the career of a celebrity. How, then, can an automated system know which kind of
information to “forget” or devalue? Robert Reich noted that automated systems can have a hard
time keeping up with reality—citing the example of some searches for “Obama” coming up with
results appropriate for “Bush.” For any research task, there’s a long tail of irrelevant data.
Jason Mendelson, Managing Director at the Foundry Group, observed that many
corporations choose to work around trust issues by implementing internal social networking
systems, in essence piggybacking on the existing trust system of the workplace. Todd Vernon,
CEO of Lijit, noted that the architecture of commercial social networks works against their
utility to users and doubted that commercially-oriented networks could be viable in the long
term. Facebook, for instance, would prefer if you were “friends” with as many people as
possible, and MySpace wants you to be “friends” with Pepsi. Jason Mendelson also noted that
all automated reputation systems suffer from first mover problems. A responsible eBay seller,
by sheer bad luck, might have a bad transaction and receive negative feedback on it. An
established seller with a lot of good feedback would probably not be harmed by just one piece of
negative feedback. But a new seller might not be able to bounce back from that first piece of bad
feedback. Michele Jackson countered that this exact kind of scenario is the kind of situation that
a half-life for data is intended to correct.
The unanswered question regarding the architectural features of social networking such
as anonymity and trust systems is whether ideal architectures can spontaneously emerge from the
undirected interactions of the users of networks themselves, or whether they must be imposed
from the outside. While Niel Robertson argued that regulatory and architectural choices must
precede self-organization and emergence, John Gastil countered that all features of networks can
and should emerge from the unmanaged interactions of their participants. In either case, as
Christine Bevc of CU’s Natural Hazards Center pointed out, the opportunity to watch new
communities being formed, and new social norms, rules, and laws emerge, is fascinating from a
sociological point of view. At the same time, the knowledge that sociologists have gained from
looking at other emerging communities and networks can deepen our understanding of the
dynamics currently working in social networking sites.

Conclusion
Just as the “[m]odern privacy law arose, in part, out of a concern over an earlier
transformative technology: the Kodak ‘snap camera,’”33 the rise of social networking software
calls for, at least, a reanalysis of the fundamental concepts of “public” and “private.” A more
rigorous understanding of these concepts will allow the discussion over what kinds of uses of
personal information are acceptable, and what are not, more closely track the complex views that
users actually have on these subjects. The spirited discussion at the roundtable, however,
suggests that a consensus on the future of privacy will not be easy to obtain.
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